
Well Being 432 
 

intro_different  intro to diff research 

We would like to ask you a variety of questions from different researchers. They are using your  

answers to explore larger research projects. Please be as open and honest as possible. We appreciate 

your answers.  

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

new_siblings  new siblings 

We are interested in knowing about the age and gender of each of your siblings. If you have more  

than 6 siblings, please tell us about the siblings whose ages are closest to yours. 

 

sibling1_gender  gender sibling 1 

Sibling 1 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling1_birthyear  birthyear sibling 1 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling1_stepsibling  step sibling 1 

1 Step sibling 

 

sibling2_gender  gender sibling 2 

Sibling 2 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling2_birthyear  birthyear sibling 2 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling2_stepsibling  step sibling 2 

1 Step sibling 

 

sibling3_gender  gender sibling 3 

Sibling 3 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling3_birthyear  birthyear sibling 3 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling3_stepsibling  step sibling 3 

1 Step sibling 

 

sibling4_gender  gender sibling 4 

Sibling 4 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling4_birthyear  birthyear sibling 4 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling4_stepsibling  step sibling 4 

1 Step sibling 



 

sibling5_gender  gender sibling 5 

Sibling 5 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling5_birthyear  birthyear sibling 5 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling5_stepsibling  step sibling 5 

1 Step sibling 

 

sibling6_gender  gender sibling 6 

Sibling 6 

1 Male 

2 Female 

 

sibling6_birthyear  birthyear sibling 6 

Range: 1900..2015 

 

sibling6_stepsibling  step sibling 6 

1 Step sibling 

 

sibling_no  I dont have any siblings 

I don't have any siblings 

1 

 

sibling_no_gender   

 

sibling_no_step   

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

misc_children  Intro to misc children 

We are also interested in knowing about how many children you have ever had. Please include  

stepchildren and adopted children, if any. How many children (including stepchildren and adopted 

children) have you ever had?  

 

misc_children_sons  Sons 

Sons: 

Integer 

 

misc_children_daughters  Daughters 

Daughters: 

Integer 

 

[End of table display] 

new_unemployed  new_unemployed 

Do you know anyone (family, friend, coworker, or neighbor) who lost a job in the past 30 days and is 

currently looking for work? 

1 Yes  

2 No 

 

HowLongAgoVaccine  How Long Ago Vaccine 

How long ago did you last get the seasonal flu vaccine (either a shot or nasal spray)?  



1 This past flu season (Fall 2014 to Spring 2015) 

2 The prior flu season (Fall 2013 to Spring 2014) 

3 Two flu seasons ago (Fall 2012 to Spring 2013) 

4 Three flu seasons ago (Fall 2011 to Spring 2012) 

5 Longer ago (prior to Fall 2011) 

6 I’ve never gotten a seasonal flu vaccine 

7 Don’t know or don’t remember 

 

HowLongAgoFlu  How long ago did you last think you had the flu 

How long ago did you last think you had the flu? 

1 This past flu season (Fall 2014 to Spring 2015) 

2 The prior flu season (Fall 2013 to Spring 2014) 

3 Two flu seasons ago (Fall 2012 to Spring 2013) 

4 Three flu seasons ago (Fall 2011 to Spring 2012) 

5 Longer ago (prior to Fall 2011) 

6 I’ve never had the flu  

7 Don’t know or don’t remember 

 

IF How Long Ago Vaccine = I’ve never gotten a seasonal flu vaccine THEN 

|  

| EffectiveTreatments  do you think that there are effective ways to treat it 

| If you were to catch the flu, do you think that there are effective ways to treat it? 

| 1 Yes 

| 2 No 

| 3 Don’t know or don’t remember 

|  

ENDIF 

 

HowOftenVaccine  how regularly do you get the seasonal flu vaccine 

Generally speaking, how regularly do you get the seasonal flu vaccine?  

1 Every year 

2 About three out of every four years 

3 About two out of every four years 

4 About one out of every four years 

5 Less frequently 

6 Never 

 

HowLongRegularVaccine   been regular in getting a seasonal flu vaccine every year 

How long have you been regular in getting a seasonal flu vaccine every year? 

1 I’ve just started, so just this flu season (Fall 2014 to Spring 2015) 

2 Since the prior flu season (since Fall 2013 to Spring 2014) 

3 Since two flu seasons ago (since Fall 2012 to Spring 2013) 

4 Since three flu seasons ago (Since Fall 2011 to Spring 2012) 

5 Longer ago (prior to Fall 2011) 

6 I don’t know or don’t remember 

 

EffectiveTreatments  do you think that there are effective ways to treat it 

If you were to catch the flu, do you think that there are effective ways to treat it? 

1 Yes 

2 No 

3 Don’t know or don’t remember 

 

IF do you think that there are effective ways to treat it = Yes THEN 

|  

| AntiviralKnowledge  Which of the following medications have you heard 

| Which of the following medications have you heard of that you know can effectively treat the flu  



| (please select all that apply): 

| 1 Zithromax  

| 2 Tamiflu  

| 3 Amoxil  

| 4 Levaquin  

| 5 Relenza  

| 6 None of the above 

|  

| IF None of the above IN Which of the following medications have you heard AND cardinal( Which 

| of the following medications have you heard )> Zithromax THEN 

| |  

| | error_one_and_none  error one and none 

| | You selected "None of the above" but also selected another answer. Please go back and check 

| | your answer. 

| |  

| ENDIF 

|  

ENDIF 

 

IF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 1 THEN 

|  

| [The following questions are displayed as a table] 

|  

| SimpleLikelihood  percent chance that you will receive the flu vaccine 

| What is the percent chance that you will receive the flu vaccine (either a shot or nasal spray) 

| during the next flu season (Fall 2015 to Spring 2016)? Either click on the scale or type your 

| answer in the box below. 

| Range: 0..100 

|  

| [End of table display] 

ELSE 

|  

| [The following questions are displayed as a table] 

|  

| ConditionalLikelihood  Conditional Likelihood 

| Influenza vaccine (either a shot or nasal spray) is the most effective means of avoiding the flu.  

| Antiviral medicines, such as Tamiflu (oseltamivir) and Relenza (zanamavir), can also be used for 

| the prevention and treatment of flu and are available by prescription. What is the percent 

| chance that you will receive the flu vaccine (either a shot or nasal spray) during the next flu 

| season (Fall 2015 to Spring 2016)? Either click on the scale or type your answer in the box 

| below.  

| Range: 0..100 

|  

| [End of table display] 

ENDIF 

 

misc_sexualorientation  sexual orientation 

We are interested in understanding how policies affect Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual populations.  

Do you consider yourself to be: 

1 Heterosexual or straight;  

2 Gay or lesbian; or  

3 Bisexual 

4 Prefer not to say 

 

new_freephoneservice  new free phone service  

Does your household currently have free or reduced-price telephone service through a government  



program (such as the Lifeline program)? Include both landline and cell phones.  

1 Yes 

2 No 

3 Don’t know or don’t remember 

 

new_typephoneservice  type of phone service 

At your home, do you or any members of your household have any of the following services? Please  

check all that apply. 

1 Landline telephone calling at your home 

2 Mobile wireless telephone calling, also known as cell phones, that you can use away from your home  

3 Mobile wireless Internet that you can use generally anywhere away from your home with a smartphone, tablet, or other 

mobile device 

4 High-speed Internet service that you can use only at home, provided by a cable, telephone, satellite, or other company  

5 None of the above 

 

IF None of the above IN type of phone service AND cardinal( type of phone service )> Landline 

telephone calling at your home THEN 

|  

| error_one_and_none  error one and none 

| You selected "None of the above" but also selected another answer. Please go back and check 

| your answer. 

|  

ENDIF 

 

IF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 1 THEN 

|  

| [The following questions are displayed as a table] 

|  

| new_prioritize_service  new prioritize service 

| Based on your household’s current situation, how would you prioritize the importance of the  

| following services in your life? Please rank from 1 = highest priority to 4 = lowest priority. 

| Do not use the same number more than once. 

|  

| LOOP FROM 0 TO 3 DO 

| |  

| | new_prioritize_service_zoltan  new_prioritize_service 

| | [Question] 

| | 1 1 

| | 2 2 

| | 3 3 

| | 4 4 

| |  

| ENDDO 

|  

| [End of table display] 

| LOOP FROM 0 TO 3 DO 

| |  

| ENDDO 

|  

| LOOP FROM 0 TO 3 DO 

| |  

| | IF new_prioritize_service_options{null} > 1 THEN 

| | |  

| | | error_more_than_once  error more than once 

| | | Your answer contains an error. Please rank from 1 = highest priority to 4 = lowest priority. 

| | | Please do not use the same number more than once.  



| | |  

| | ENDIF 

| |  

| ENDDO 

|  

ELSE 

|  

| [The following questions are displayed as a table] 

|  

| new_prioritizeserviceII  Intro 

| Based on your household’s current situation how would you prioritize the importance of the 

| following services in your life? Check one in each row. 

|  

| new_prioritizeserviceII_1  Landline 

| Landline telephone calling at your home 

| 1 Most Important 

| 2 Least Important 

|  

| new_prioritizeserviceII_2  Mobile calling away from home 

| Mobile wireless telephone calling, also known as cell phones, that you can use away from your home  

| 1 Most Important 

| 2 Least Important 

|  

| new_prioritizeserviceII_3  Mobile wireless internet 

| Mobile wireless Internet that you can use generally anywhere away from your home with a  

| smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device  

| 1 Most Important 

| 2 Least Important 

|  

| new_prioritizeserviceII_4  high speed internet 

| High-speed Internet service that you can use only at home, provided by a cable, telephone, 

| satellite, or other company 

| 1 Most Important 

| 2 Least Important 

|  

| [End of table display] 

ENDIF 

 

social_security  social security 

We are exploring a survey that would collect information about how your reported earnings  

compare with your actual earnings. To do this, the survey would ask you to share your Social  

Security Number with us. At this point we have not decided to move forward with this survey, 

because we want to find out how ALP members would feel about it first. Right now we are only 

asking how comfortable you would be with this request. This does not obligate you to do 

anything. If we would ask you later for permission, you can still say no, even if you say yes 

today. How comfortable would you feel if you were asked to share your Social Security Number 

with the American Life Panel, and to give permission to ask the Social Security Administration 

for your earnings and employer information?  

1 Very comfortable 

2. Somewhat comfortable 

3. Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable 

4. Somewhat uncomfortable 

5. Very uncomfortable 

6. Not applicable / Prefer not to say 

 

[Questions new_foreignlanguage to new_foreignlanguage_open are displayed as a table] 



 

new_foreignlanguage  learn foreign language 

In your opinion, how important is it for students in the United States today to learn a language other than English?  

1 Very important 

2 Somewhat important 

3 Neither important nor unimportant 

4 Somewhat unimportant 

5 Very unimportant  

 

Please feel free to comment about why you think it is important or unimportant. 

$Answer2$ 

 

 

new_foreignlanguage_open  new foreign language open 

New question 

Open 

 

new_chooselanguage   what language would you choose 

If you had the opportunity to learn another language besides English now or in the near future, 

which language would you choose?  

1 Arabic 

2 Chinese 

3 French 

4 German 

5 Hindi 

6 Italian 

7 Japanese 

8 Korean 

9 Persian/Farsi 

10 Russian 

11 Spanish 

12 Thai 

13 Other: $Answer2$ 

14 None. I have no use for another language. 

 

new_chooselanguage_other  choose language other 

New question 

String 

 

[Questions new_reasonlanguagechoice to new_reasonlanguagechoice_other are displayed as a table] 

 

new_reasonlanguagechoice  reason for language choice 

What is the primary reason the language you indicated in the previous question would be useful? It  

would be useful for: 

1 Connecting with family members or heritage 

2 Communicating with speakers of that language in my region 

3 Advancing job or career opportunities 

4 Personal travel 

5 Understanding another culture 

6 General knowledge or enrichment 

7 Other:$Answer2$ 

 

new_reasonlanguagechoice_other  new reasonlanguage choice 

String 

 



new_childlanguage   language for child 

If the opportunity were available, I would like my child to become fluent in more than one language. 

1 Strongly agree 

2 Somewhat agree 

3 Neither agree nor disagree 

4 Somewhat disagree 

5 Strongly disagree 

6 Not applicable / Do not have children. 

 

state_highschool  State lived in high school 

What state did you live in when you were in high school? If you lived in more than one state, 

please choose the last state you lived in while in high school.  

99 None of the below 

1 ALASKA  

2 ALABAMA  

3 ARIZONA  

4 ARKANSAS  

5 CALIFORNIA  

6 COLORADO  

7 CONNECTICUT  

8 DELAWARE  

9 FLORIDA  

10 GEORGIA  

11 HAWAII  

12 IDAHO  

13 ILLINOIS  

14 INDIANA (I N) 

15 IOWA  

16 KANSAS  

17 KENTUCKY  

18 LOUISIANA  

19 MAINE  

20 MARYLAND  

21 MASSACHUSETTS  

22 MICHIGAN  

23 MINNESOTA  

24 MISSISSIPPI  

25 MISSOURI  

26 MONTANA  

27 NEBRASKA  

28 NEVADA  

29 NEW HAMPSHIRE  

30 NEW JERSEY  

31 NEW MEXICO  

32 NEW YORK  

33 NORTH CAROLINA  

34 NORTH DAKOTA  

35 OHIO  

36 OKLAHOMA  

37 OREGON (O R) 

38 PENNSYLVANIA  

39 RHODE ISLAND  

40 SOUTH CAROLINA  

41 SOUTH DAKOTA  

42 TENNESSEE  

43 TEXAS  



44 UTAH  

45 VERMONT  

46 VIRGINIA  

47 WASHINGTON  

48 WEST VIRGINIA  

49 WISCONSIN  

50 WYOMING  

51 WASHINGTON D.C. 

52 PUERTO RICO 

 

free_education  free public education  

All children in the United States under the age of 18 are entitled to a free public education from  

kindergarten through the 12th grade. This includes children who were brought illegally to the  

United States by their parents, often referred to as children of undocumented immigrants. Do you 

think that once these children of undocumented immigrants reach the age of 18 and decide to  

attend college, they should be allowed to pay the same in-state tuition rates at colleges and 

universities in their state of residence as native-born citizens or should they be charged the 

rate that out-of-state students pay? 

1 Children of undocumented immigrants wanting to attend college should pay the in-state tuition rate should they decide 

to attend college in their state of residence. 

2 Children of undocumented immigrants wanting to attend college should pay the out-of-state tuition rate should they 

decide to attend college in their state of residence. 

 

softcreditpull   soft pulls credit report 

As part of our research study to understand how people make decisions involving their credit, we  

have a request for you to consider. In addition to the survey, we would like your permission to 

conduct soft pulls of your credit report. Soft pulls will not affect your credit in any way. This 

component is completely optional and you can proceed with the survey without authorizing soft pulls 

of your credit report. Any information we do receive will be kept confidential. As a reminder, 

we will not link your survey responses with your name in any data sets, publications or 

presentations of results Do we have your permission to pull your credit report?  

1 Yes 

2 No 

 

IF soft pulls credit report = Yes THEN 

|  

| softcreditpull_yes   soft pulls credit report YES 

| Thank you very much for your consent. If you have any questions about the study, please contact us 

| at webhelp@rand.org.  

|  

ELSE 

|  

| softcreditpull_no   soft pulls credit report NO 

| Thank you, as requested we will not do a soft pull of your credit report. 

|  

ENDIF 

 

IF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 1 THEN 

|  

| courts_initiative  courts could launch a new initiative  

| Many people use the civil courts to address problems such as divorce, bankruptcy, or personal  

| injuries. The amount of time it takes to process each court case depends on both the complexity of 

| the case and the amount of resources available to the courts to hear civil matters. Imagine 

| that your local courts could launch a new initiative that would allow civil cases to get resolved 

| 25% faster, without otherwise changing case outcomes. In order to fund the new initiative, you  

| would have to pay [] more per year in additional taxes. If given an opportunity to vote in a  



| referendum on whether to fund the new initiative, would you vote yes or no?  

| 1 Yes 

| 2 No 

|  

ELSEIF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 2 THEN 

|  

| courts_initiative  courts could launch a new initiative  

| Many people use the civil courts to address problems such as divorce, bankruptcy, or personal  

| injuries. The amount of time it takes to process each court case depends on both the complexity of 

| the case and the amount of resources available to the courts to hear civil matters. Imagine 

| that your local courts could launch a new initiative that would allow civil cases to get resolved 

| 25% faster, without otherwise changing case outcomes. In order to fund the new initiative, you  

| would have to pay [] more per year in additional taxes. If given an opportunity to vote in a  

| referendum on whether to fund the new initiative, would you vote yes or no?  

| 1 Yes 

| 2 No 

|  

ELSEIF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 3 THEN 

|  

| courts_initiative  courts could launch a new initiative  

| Many people use the civil courts to address problems such as divorce, bankruptcy, or personal  

| injuries. The amount of time it takes to process each court case depends on both the complexity of 

| the case and the amount of resources available to the courts to hear civil matters. Imagine 

| that your local courts could launch a new initiative that would allow civil cases to get resolved 

| 25% faster, without otherwise changing case outcomes. In order to fund the new initiative, you  

| would have to pay [] more per year in additional taxes. If given an opportunity to vote in a  

| referendum on whether to fund the new initiative, would you vote yes or no?  

| 1 Yes 

| 2 No 

|  

ELSEIF RANDOMIZED CONDITION = 4 THEN 

|  

| courts_initiative  courts could launch a new initiative  

| Many people use the civil courts to address problems such as divorce, bankruptcy, or personal  

| injuries. The amount of time it takes to process each court case depends on both the complexity of 

| the case and the amount of resources available to the courts to hear civil matters. Imagine 

| that your local courts could launch a new initiative that would allow civil cases to get resolved 

| 25% faster, without otherwise changing case outcomes. In order to fund the new initiative, you  

| would have to pay [] more per year in additional taxes. If given an opportunity to vote in a  

| referendum on whether to fund the new initiative, would you vote yes or no?  

| 1 Yes 

| 2 No 

|  

ENDIF 

 

CS_001  HOW PLEASANT INTERVIEW 

Could you tell us how interesting or uninteresting you found the questions in this interview? 

1 Very interesting 

2 Interesting 

3 Neither interesting nor uninteresting 

4 Uninteresting 

5 Very uninteresting 

  

 


